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The theory of connections is central not only in pure mathematics  (differential and algebraic geometry), but also in mathematical and  theoretical physics (general relativity, gauge fields, mechanics of continuum  media). The now-standard approach to this subject was proposed by  Ch. Ehresmann 60 years ago, attracting first mathematicians and later  physicists by its transparent geometrical simplicity. Unfortunately, it does  not extend well to a number of recently emerged situations of significant  importance (singularities, supermanifolds, infinite jets and secondary  calculus, etc.). Moreover, it does not help in understanding the structure of  calculus naturally related with a connection.
  In this unique book, written in a reasonably self-contained manner, the theory  of linear connections is systematically presented as a natural part of  differential calculus over commutative algebras. This not only makes easy and  natural numerous generalizations of the classical theory and reveals various  new aspects of it, but also shows in a clear and transparent manner the  intrinsic structure of the associated differential calculus. The notion of a "fat manifold" introduced here then allows the reader to build a well-working  analogy of this "connection calculus" with the usual one.  

  Contents: Elements of Differential Calculus over Commutative  Algebras:; Algebraic Tools; Smooth Manifolds; Vector Bundles; Vector  Fields; Differential Forms; Lie Derivative; Basic Differential Calculus  on Fat Manifolds:; Basic Definitions; The Lie Algebra of  Der-operators; Fat Vector Fields; Fat Fields and Vector Fields on the Total  Space; Induced Der-operators; Fat Trajectories; Inner Structures; Linear  Connections:; Basic Definitions and Examples; Parallel Translation;  Curvature; Operations with Linear Connections; Linear Connections and Inner  Structures; Covariant Differential:; Fat de Rham Complexes;  Covariant Differential; Compatible Linear Connections; Linear Connections  Along Fat Maps; Covariant Lie Derivative; Gauge/Fat Structures and Linear  Connections; Cohomological Aspects of Linear Connections:; An  Introductory Example; Cohomology of Flat Linear Connections; Maxwell's  Equations; Homotopy Formula for Linear Connections; Characteristic Classes.      
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Principles of Tissue Engineering, 3rd EditionAcademic Press, 2007

	First published in 1997, Principles of Tissue Engineering is the widely recognized definitive resource in the field. The third edition provides a much needed update of the rapid progress that has been achieved in the field, combining the prerequisites for a general understanding of tissue growth and development, the tools and...
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Coping with Uncertainty: Modeling and Policy IssuesSpringer, 2006
Uncertainties and risks have always been, and will remain, present; both in everybody’s life and in policy making. This presence is not always recognized because humans tend to perceive the world in a deterministic way, and in most cases succeed in somehow dealing with uncertainties. However, ignoring uncertainties often results in serious...
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Software Engineering for Experimental Robotics (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2007
"Software Engineering for Experimental Robotics" collects contributions that describe the state of the art in software development for the Robotics domain. It reports on innovative ideas that are progressively introduced in the software development process, in order to promote the reuse of robotic software artifacts: domain engineering,...
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jQuery Mobile First LookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The jQuery Mobile framework is jQuery’s latest rabbit out of the hat project. The
	jQuery Mobile framework is open source and is supported by all the big players:
	iOS, Android, Bada, BlackBerry, Nokia, Adobe, and so, covering all the names
	behind the project. It is a truly cross platform framework and porting applications
	made in...
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Theoretical Computer Science: 6th IFIP WG 2.2 International Conference, TCS 2010, Held as a Part of WCC 2010, Brisbane, Australia, September 20-23, ... in Information and Communication Technology)Springer, 2010

	Thisvolumecontainstheinvitedandregularpaperspresentedat TCS 2010,the 6thIFIP International Conference on Theoretical Computer Science, organised by IFIP Tech- cal Committee 1 (Foundations of Computer Science) and IFIP WG 2.2 (Formal - scriptions of Programming Concepts) in association with SIGACT and EATCS. TCS 2010 was part of the World...
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Asking the Right Questions: A Guide to Critical Thinking (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
The habits and attitudes associated with critical thinking are transferable to consumer, medical, legal, and general ethical choices. When our surgeon says surgery is needed, it can be life sustaining to seek answers to the critical questions encouraged in Asking the Right Questions This popular book helps bridge the gap between simply memorizing...
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